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Abstract    
 
Nowadays disease can spread wider and easier which causes a serious issue to both 
living and non-living beings. In such situations, we will instantly go to a hospital to 
treat the patient on the hospital information system. The problem is, hospital with 
more than thousands of patients feels difficult to categorize the patients and to 
prioritize whom to give first preference to treat. The Manual reviews of patient’s 
health records to identify their issues are time consuming. For this purpose health and 
hospital information system text and data mining is used. Medical text mining is 
developed now days, but there are some negative effects in this field, that is few 
diseases and predictions are not found by using older technology. To defeat this, we 
are developing a method based on text mining systems to distinguish the radiology 
and pathology reports that classifies the prediction of disease in terms of positive and 
negative impact of the disease.  So in this manuscript, the proposes to classify the 
radiology and pathology reports using  Support Vector Machine(SVM), Naïve 
Bayes(NB), and Modified Extreme Learning Machine(MELM) these three classifiers 
which provides accurate results.  Our results see eye to eye fairly well with those 
obtained using manual reviews, and we therefore believe that it is possible to develop 
automatic tools for monitoring aspects of patient convenience and priorities. 
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1 Introduction 
 
      To get exact information about the health and hospital information systems, text 
and data mining system are used. In the proposed system information collected is from 
hospitals and scan centers and fed into the developed text mining system. Such system 
does the process as follows such as Tokenization, Stop words, Stemming and 
normalization. Hospital Information Systems are more dominant technique, but it will 
not collect the data’s from multiple sources so that we use text mining techniques 
which will give exact information. 
      The key concept of this paper is to collect a patient’s radiology and pathology 
reports from the hospital and scan centre. In that report all the details about patient 
medical admittance information (e.g., stage, sex, distance of stay) are existent in each 
type we use individual classifiers to gather a data source and combine them. Binary 
classifier used in the few situations to detect every disease, that is also used to test the 
different diseases separately and the output are valued [1]. This shows various medical 
data integration, which gives us to understand about the data sources of hospital 
admissions this propose system will overcome all the negative impacts in the existing 
method. 
 
2 Related Works 
 
      Nguyen A.N et al., Defining free text pathology reports is categorized via 
symbolic rule based arrangement used for lung cancer nodes. Free text stands to 
identify the performance esteem and demand together with the issues. The calculation 
remains over by misuse the report and representative control classification in medicine 
clinical terms. The simplified SNOMED CT terms are considered, that is used in 
templates to view the report. Thus, the important subsurface use near the logic to 
perform rules and calculates the TNM stages. By using confusion matrix TNM stages 
are exactly calculated. These stages are based on descriptive rule recognized method. 
The system was measured against a database of multidisciplinary group arranging 
decision and a machine learning-based text classification system utilizing support 
vector machines. From 718 lung cancer patient’s database collected, the result from 
pathology reports get an accuracy of 78%, 72% and 94% for T, N and M arranging 
respectively.  
      In [2], implementation adopted was similar to support vector machine algorithm 
method. It categorizes lung TNM stages first after that free-text pathology report was 
formed and it was tested by based on rule-based system. By using SNOMED CT lung 
disease features from the free-text reports can be removed. In the upcoming project it 
helps to remove extra distortion and get an accurate result.  
      Moore.J, et al., Defines about automatic classification of pathology reports for 
cancer. The two method used to identify either pathology report has any variation or 
not. Initially the report taken from Queensland Cancer Registry (QCR) and observe 
the pathology HL7 messages in that report then secondly to observe the free text 
report and finally differentiate the identify diseases. It will clearly recognize the 
Characteristic thinking, cancer registry business rules and natural language processing 
by SNOMED CT. This report has mass of 500 histology and cytology reports (with 
47% notifiable reports) and free arrangement of 47 reports (with 52% notifiable 
reports) is estimated. RESULTS The report alteration can be notify and prove that the 
system have affectability, specificity, and positive predicted value(PPV) of 0.99, 0.95, 
and 0.95, for  progress set, and 0.98, 0.96, and 0.96 for calculation set. Higher 
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affectability can be get a minor change in specificity and PPV. This system decide to 
permit the medicinal free-text processing method to mention the disease in pathology 
reports which is identified and prepared with high reliability order this information in 
pathology report can be used for Cancer Registries and pathology research centers[3]. 
      Coden,.A et al., defines about the extensible and adjustable learning clarification 
shows that the system having an identical and stable outline of cancer disease features. 
MedTAS/P used as an open source arrangement. In natural language processing the 
principles in MedTAS/P parts used. A free text pathology reports gives the 
information about MedTAS/P. By using gold standard corpus algorithm method we 
get an accuracy result about MedTAS/P and also essentially describe about colon 
disease pathology reports. In knowledge representation model the starting classes for 
F1 scores in MedTAS/P is 0.97-1.0. For instance the structural setting for cancer or 
lymph nodes which needs the removal of relationship and scores F1 as 0.82-0.93. 
Meanwhile a low value can be credited to F1 be 0.65 can be described for metastatic 
cancer. 
      Coden.I et al., suggests that mapper in the model to be an open source tool which 
used to categorize the formless text document and get the final reviewer as output. 
Mapper performs UIMAI work and it creates uniform or registered terminologies. The 
outline to executive and its transactions condition to be recall by knowing the concept 
and collect the clinical report written in English. The Apache gets an open source 
license from the manager and it is wieldy from Apache UIMA sandbox. [5]  
      J. Sorace, D.R et al., the center of cancer diagnosis, yet the work procedures of the 
two claims to fame to popularity remain adhoc and happen in discrete soils with no 
prompt linkage between their case accessioning and potentially reporting systems, 
despite when the two workplaces have a place with a comparative host association in 
Pathology and radiology. Since the two radiologists' and pathologists' information are 
fundamental to making right examinations and fitting patient organization and 
treatment decisions, this separation of radiology and pathology work procedures can 
be horrible to the quality and results of  patient care[6]. These troublesome effects 
underscore the necessity for pathology and radiology work process joining and for 
structures that empower the association of all information conveyed by the two 
distinguishing strengths. With the huge imaginative advances as of now occurring in 
the two fields, the open entryway has ascended to develop a incorporated analytic 
detailing framework that sponsorships the two distinguishing strengths and, thusly, 
upgrades the general idea of patient care. 
      S. Kocbeket al., mainly in many developed countries several people death due to 
lung cancer. In this work it leads a text mining which use support vector machine to 
detect the lung cancer. It can be exploited by getting a dissimilar report from medical 
sources that can be calculated [7]. In this radiology report that contains fundamental 
and dissimilar data sources for instance patient demographic data and medical 
admittance data, pathology reports. The output proved that all information bases are 
connected together to improve the classification performance with F-score as 0.057.   
      C. Bain, C. Mac Manus et al., obtain the acquisition of data, its aggregation and 
usage is basic to the progressing capacity of hospitals. This statement remains valid 
over the various measurements of that working - from clinical care to management and 
operations to research. At Alfred Health they have built a standards based informatics 
platform called REASON, with help for these capacities at the top of the priority list. 
While undifferentiated from further developed cases of such platforms in the US, we 
trust this work is one of a kind in the Australian context. In this paper outline work to 
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date, lessons learned, and cases of how the health service has been emphatically 
affected so far by the work. Finally to analyze the some future bearings for the 
platform. [8]   
      Spasic', J. Livsey et al., described about text mining (TM) approaches for 
exploring out (a) can learning resources assist TM cancer- relevant information (b) can 
malignancy spaces useful for TM activities and (c) what level of system can be 
determined the data and computational approaches helps to convert the manuscript 
information to medical information. This studies help to accomplish the existing 
circumstances in which the state of art have a specific part of TM and suggest that TM 
improvement of upcoming performances assist for cancer exploration. The chance to 
recognize TM by preparing the information getting from medical sectors, for this 
instance the pathology and radiology data’s has been established. Since in this report 
they give simple summary about the cancer which is linked to TM. The typical 
approaches have been reviewed for solid inclination [9]. This also improve the 
implementation of TM method to characterize the medical sublanguage incase in this 
instance non-standard medical abbreviations use for great instant for spelling and 
proper errors. It needs a rule based method move to machine learning which is like as 
natural application TM. More information sets used in machine learning but in 
medical stores are not directly exposed to TM which discovers the output as safety and 
security apprehensions. The dispute in this principle has to block the development 
nearby. Moreover it is essential to allow the semantic report originate in version report 
that can be present in cancer ontology ideas. 
      Gary M. Weiss, Kate McCarthy, and Bibi Zabar portray The classifier worked 
from an data set  with an exceptionally skewed class distribution generally  predicts 
the more frequently occurring classes considerably more regularly than the rarely 
occurring classes. It’s a good extent result of the way that most extreme classifiers are 
calculated to maximize accuracy. In various instance like medical analysis, 
classification behavior is unacceptable because the minority class is the primary 
interest (i.e., it has a considerably higher misclassification cost than the dominant part 
class). In this paper they relate three techniques for managing information that has a 
twisted class appropriation and no uniform misclassification costs. [10] The primary 
technique fuses the misclassification costs into the learning algorithm while the other 
two strategies utilize oversampling or under examining to make the training data more 
adjusted. In this paper they experimentally relate the adequacy of these techniques 
with a specific end goal to characterize which delivers the best generally classifier—
and under what conditions.  
      Artem Sokolov defines about primary information to grouping the various sources 
to get the exact calculation of protein work. The sequence based structure is 
complicated while doing the task connecting the classes; most of the extra information 
remains species-particular. This report which shows a multiple way to delay the 
GOstruct so that the explanation of protein will be get from structured-output. This 
structure taken from numerous information sources, each data gets an outline in the 
method of kernel. All existing information get precise result that will displayin the 
multiple level framework to yielding better performance over the classes which are 
well trained arrangement built models and the information grouped will be trained 
from an assumed class[11]. Critical Assessment of Functional Annotations (CAFA) 
valued the GOstruct test; starting now and into the foreseeable future they require 
essentially improved the trademark standard dialect handling part of the strategy, 
which presently gives execution that is practically identical to that given by grouping 
data.  
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3 Proposed Methodology 
 
3.1 Preprocessing 
 
      The text mining techniques and its application shows an important role in 
preprocessing. Now in this it has the following four stages word (token) extraction, 
stop words and stemming. 
 
3.1.1 Word (tokenization) extraction  
 
      During this process the file contented the word (tokenize) will be converted into 
larger prearrangement of strings. In this tokenization it will changed the stream of text 
into a term, a idiom, a sign or extra important mechanisms. The input use for further 
processing is collected by means of semantic item so it is called as tokens. For an 
instance analyzing the file which contains word to be tokenized can be placed in report 
set D. 
 
3.1.2 Stop words  
 
      Pronouns, relational words and articles are the common terms in text documents 
called as stop words.  And, from, he, the, in, is, an, a, with, as, at, be, for, has, in, and 
so on are the sample terms for stop words. During indexing, these words are deleted 
from the document because these terms are not taken as keywords.  
 
3.1.3 Stemming  
 
      The process of eliminate the flexional endings from English word and average 
citizen morphological is the function of stemming algorithm. The most important 
procedure is to follow the standardization process that is generally done when setup 
Information Retrieval Systems.  It helps to increase the memory area and save time 
and also neglect variety of suffixes and extend the words just like stem. 
 
3.1.4 N-gram based Feature Extraction 
 
      N-gram contains progressive series of n items from an assumed text. The 
outcomes of n-grams series (n is set to be 1, 2, 3 or 4) is to transfer the position of n 
items from an assumed text. It will transfer one item at a specific instant. At every 
instant all n-gram is calculated. This will suggest a new method of n-gram extraction.  
It permits to significantly decrease the number of potential combinations of bytes 
while also empowering to analyze the combination of non-adjacent bytes. In this 
technique just certain bytes of the sliding window, utilized as a part of n-gram 
extraction, are taken as ngrams and the rest are not considered. Sample feature 
extraction is given in the table 1. 
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Table 1 Sample Feature Extraction 
 

2 gram FE 3-gram FE  4-gram 

'3d ct' 

'ctpelvi' 

'pelviinclud' 

'includ both' 

'both hip' 

'hip joint' 

'joint indic' 

'indictechniqu' 

'techniqu serial' 

'serial axial' 

'axial section' 

'section pelvi' 

'pelviinclud' 

'includ both' 

'both hip' 

'hip joint' 

'joint were' 

'were studi' 

'studi without' 

'without administr' 

'administr iv' 

'iv contrast' 

'contrast media' 

'fractur right' 

'3d ctpelvi' 

'ctpelviinclud' 

'pelviinclud both' 

'includ both hip' 

'both hip joint' 

'hip joint indic' 

'joint indictechniqu' 

'indictechniqu serial' 

'techniqu serial axial' 

'serial axial section' 

'axial section pelvi' 

'section pelviinclud' 

'pelviinclud both' 

'includ both hip' 

'both hip joint' 

'hip joint were' 

'joint were studi' 

'were studi without' 

'studi without 

administr' 

'without administr iv' 

'administr iv contrast' 

'iv contrast media' 

'fractur right iliac' 

'right iliac bone' 

'3d ctpelviinclud' 

'ctpelviinclud both' 

'pelviinclud both hip' 

'includ both hip joint' 

'both hip joint indic' 

'hip joint indictechniqu' 

'joint indictechniqu serial' 

'indictechniqu serial axial' 

'techniqu serial axial 

section' 

'serial axial section pelvi' 

'axial section pelviinclud' 

'section pelviinclud both' 

'pelviinclud both hip' 

'includ both hip joint' 

'both hip joint were' 

'hip joint were studi' 

'joint were studi without' 

'were studi without 

administr' 

'studi without administr iv' 

'without administr iv 

contrast' 

 
 

3.2 Feature Selection 
 
3.2.1 Simulated Annealing 
 
      The proposed feature selection algorithm n is relies upon reenacted tempering, 
which is a by and large utilized strategy in combinatorial optimization. Simulated 
annealing permits the probabilistic system that has limited goals to discover the 
improved results. The formula of binary vectors is given in equation (1)  
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bv=<���,���,���,………..����>, where ��� € {0, 1}, 0≤ i ≤ 41                                (1) 
  
      The result in this procedure is displayed by binary vector ‘bv’ over distance m. For 
every original result in search algorithm is directly linked with optimization problem. 
Similarly the simulated annealing methodology algorithm needs an original result 
also. Arbitrarily select the possible results and developed as unique answer. 
      In the meantime, the binary vectors ‘bv’ can be clearly describes the adjacent 
answers for a given solutions, which has one bit exclusive relation to assumed 
solution.  
 

Algorithm:  Simulated annealing by feature selection 
algorithm  
Given data: Training information set 
Result: Combination of features:��� 
a.��         Ø; // concluded result 
b. t         100000;  
c. R           0.9; 
d. Createfirstresult	���; 
e.���											���; 
f. Compute the first result cost,����(���); 
g. do while (t is greater than 0.001) 
h. initiate: 
Pick a nearby resultrandomly���, of ��� 
Single bit changedto ���; 
185  Radha et.al 
 

i. if �����(���) = ����(���)�; 
j.      ���										���; 
k. else: 
l.Create a selective number in the range of (0,1) as q  

m.         �� �� < ��
����(��)���������

� � 

n.        ���														���;       
o.       �													� × �; 
p.         end // for while loop 

 
3.2.2 Auto Correlation 
 
      This measure is utilized to discover the integrity of an element for characterization. 
To detect more important features to be a class. The features occurrences in one class 
will not repeat to another class. The features in linked class are highly correlated and 
slight features are related to some other classes. Entropy is used to extend the 
uncertainty of a casual variable and in information theory. The associated condition 1 
to be considered in equation (2) 
 
H(A)=-∑�(��) log� ���                                                                                              (2) 
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      The entropy A can be detecting values of another variable B is defined in equation 
(3) as 
 

�(� �⁄ ) = −∑�����∑���� ��⁄ � log���(�� ��⁄ )�                                                    (3) 

 
      Here �(��)be prior probabilities for A, and �(�� ��⁄ )be posterior probabilities of 
A whereas Y values to be given. The entropy A value reduces because the extra data 
of A delivered by B thus it is called as information gain and the equation (4) given 
below, 
 
 ��(� �⁄ ) = �(�) − �(� �⁄ )                                                                                     (4) 
 
      The equation shows that the feature B can detected additional correlated feature A 
than feature C.  if IG(� �⁄ ) >IG(� �⁄ ). 
      The symmetrical uncertainty can be calculated by correlation between features it 
can be given the equation (5) as 
 
��(�,�) = 2[��(� �⁄ )/�(�) + �(�)]                                                                     (5) 
 
      SU gives the information gain the value should be in the range of [0, 1] which is 
easily regularized whereas the value 1 defines that it wholly guesses the value of other 
items and 0 defines as A and B are sovereign. Entropy can be used to detect the 
correlations among uninterrupted features but they require only minor features which 
can be discretized properly. 
 
3.2.3 Chi-Square 
 
      The difference between experiential frequencies and likely frequencies are resolute 
by chi-squared only after the null hypothesis is correct. The sampling distribution for 
the text measurement is chi-squared distribution. A chi-squared test is additionally 
composed as χ2.  
      Assume that for a experiential numbers be��, the x varies from 1,2,… ,m these are 
gathered from ‘m’ which are entirely from different class. The probability px provides 
a null hypothesis from xthclass. The predictable numbers cx = dpx for all value of x 
which is given below equation (6) and (7), 
 
∑ ��

�
��� = 1                                                                                                                 (6) 

 
∑ ��

�
��� = � ∑ ��

�
��� =∑ ��

�
���                                                                                     (7) 

 

      The null hypothesis value is right when d → ∞. χ2 distribution is the restricting 
distribution mention below equation (8) 

 

 �� = ∑
(�����)

�

��

�
��� = ∑

��
�

��

�
��� − �																																																																																						(8) 

 

      The ax value will be typically distributed so that the expected numbers cxcan 
determine all the numbers in the cells and the output will be achieved.  
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3.2.4 Information Gain 
 
      An information gain is known as the degree of the concession in entropy of the 
class variable after the value for the feature is observed. In other sections, an 
information gain for classification is a number of how common a feature is in specific 
class compared to how common it is in all new classes. Information gain is calculated 
using equation (8.1) 
 

I=−∑ �����
�
��� log ����� +

�(�)∑ ���� ǀ���
��� log ���� ǀ�� + ����∑ ���� ǀ���

��� log ���� ǀ��   (8.1) 

 

��denotes jth category, �����is the probability of the jth  class.	�(�)and���� are the 
probabilities that the term T appears or not in the documents. 

���� ǀ��be conditional probability of jth  class specified in a term T 

���� ǀ��beconditional probability of jthclass does not specified in term T . 

 
3.3 Classification 
 
      For classification we use three classifier methods, they are 

 NB(naïve bayes) 

 SVM 

 Modified ELM 

3.3.1 Naïve Bayes Classification 
 
      The Bayesian classifications classify the learning method and numerical method. 
By using a basic probabilistic model and it grants user to catch susceptibility about the 
model in a principled method by describing probabilities of the results. This method 
clearly explains about how to resolve analytical problems.  
      It gives the blend of practical learning algorithm and Preceding knowledge and 
observed data.  Evaluating different learning algorithm and helpful perspective for 
understanding are offered by Bayesian classification. It is very powerful to reduce the 
noise in input data and calculates definite probabilities for hypothesis. The Bayes 
theorem can be equated in (9) 
 
p(� �⁄ ) = �(� �⁄ )�(�)�(�)                                                                                        (9) 
 
 p(�)  Prior probability of hypothesis S 
 p(�) Prior probability of training data k 
 p(� �⁄ ) Probability of S given k 
             p(� �⁄ ) Probability of k given S 
 
      The difficulties in NB essentially uses the bayes theorem, which gives a method to 
compute the probability P(Cl/Sa) has class Cl with sample �� = {������ ⋯���} 
illustrate the standards of n attribute. Therefore P(Cl) be class prior probability, P(Sa) 
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be sample prior probability and P(Sa/Cl) is the posterior probability of sample Sa 
given in class Cl which can be equation in (10) 
 

�(�� ��⁄ ) =
�(�� ��⁄ ) × �(��)

�(��)
																																																																																									(10) 

 
      The sample Sa which contain class ��� which bring about maximum posterior 
probability from the H classes can be defined by the given below equation(11), 
 

�(��|��) > ���|���	for	1 ≤ � ≤ �,								1 ≤ � ≤ �,								� ≠ �                               (11) 
 
      Naive Bayes classifier employees an extremely basic hypothesis function, so it 
might experience from high  bias then again it displays low variances or 
disappointment to overview the unobserved data in its preparation set then stop the 
hypothesis class. About convergence, NB classifier unites quicker as it takes in its 
parameters by iteratively tweaking and explicitly calculates those, to minimize a loss 
function thus NB needs less training data than other discriminative and complex 
models trees and neural networks particularly when managing vast datasets. 
 
3.3.2 SVM Classification 
 
      The SVM classification is a selective classifier which is used to separate the hyper 
plane. The algorithm gives a best hyper plane from the new cases while from assumed 
a labeled training data. SVM is machine learning algorithm which works with several 
constant and some variables for both regression and classification. In n-dimensional 
space, each data is plotted as a point in specific coordinate whereas hyper planes 
which split the numerous classes as multi-dimensional space. The greater margin for 
two particular classes has been consider as best hyper plane whereas margin will be 
maximum then the thickness of the slab will be equivalent to hyper plane the values in 
this will not present inside. 
      The researcher’s faces many disadvantages regarding this algorithm because of 
using the information which has exactly two classes to get maximum result during 
normal classification of indefinite pattern. N-class problem and unclassified data 
detecting for class later they categorized to class * whose decision function ��the most 
elevated an incentive as showed in following equation(12) and(13).  

 
��(�) = ��

�∅(�) + ��								                                                                                         (12) 
 

�∗ = ��(�)���,⋯�
������ (��

�∅(�) + ��)���,⋯�
������

                                                                  (13) 

 
The following steps clarified in details, how the SVM is functioning 
 

(a) Given data:T value contains a set ofnumber of classes 
(b) Initiate 
(c) Setthe value as training input 
(d) On behalf of every class label tvalue should be fixed 
(e) A new label vector is created where �� = � and all input from the class t 

will be reserved as positive illustration and other classes will be reserved as 
negative samples. 

(f)  Classifier �� built for T number of classes 
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(g) Conclusion part 
(h) construct the model 
(i) Result: for an unidentified point apply the classifier in the class such that 

the point which allocate the maximum confidence in class.  
(j) FINISH 

 
3.3.3 Support Vector Machine Classification 
 

      The minimization of the error function is given below in the form of equation (14) 
as 

 
�

�
��� + � ∑ ��

�
��� 							                                                                                               (14) 

Subject to the constraints: 

��(�
�∅(��) + �) ≥ 1 − ��	���	�� ≥ 0,� = 1,…,�                                                 (15) 

where C is the capacity constant, w is the vector of coefficients, b is a constant, 
and ��represents parameters for handling no separable data (inputs). The index i labels 
the N training cases. Note that � ∈ ±1 represents the class labels and �� represents the 
independent variables. The kernel ∅ will alter the input variation data into feature 
space. By using this bigger value of C will recognized and the fault in this will be 
corrected. C value should be selected carefully so that it easily escapes from over 
fitting. 

3.3.3.1 SVM Representation 

      The present SVM classification use QP formulation that’s why it is a simple 
representation. 

SV classification in equation (16): 
 

min�,��‖�‖�
� + � ∑ ��

�
���                                                                                             (16) 

 
���(��) ≥ 1 − ��,���	���	�		�� ≥ 0; 
  
SVM classification, Dual formulation can be calculated as equation in(17): 
 

min��
∑ �� −

�

�
�
��� ∑ ∑ ��

�
���

�
��� ����������,���                                                       (17) 

∑ �,��
��� = 0 

 
0 ≤ �� ≤ �,���	���	�; 
 
     Slack variables be iand at the point (��,��)identify the errors. SVM turns out to be 
very challenging when the number of training point is substantial. Various strategies 
for fast SVM training have been proposed. 
 
3.3.3.2 Non-linear SVM  
 
      In the input space the values present in this is not linearly separable such that the 
values transform to additional high dimensional space so that the values are linearly 
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separable in feature space. The decision function in this case will not linear so that 
Wolfe dual for this case is given as(18), 
 

��������	�� ≡
�

�
∑ ���� ������∅(��). ∅����																													                                    (18) 

 
Subject to:  

0 ≤ �� ≤ �,�����
�

= 0 

 
where Φ(·) is the transformation to the high dimensional space. By using training 
algorithm the data’s in high dimensional space can be determine by dot products only. 
If kernel function k is present in training algorithm then use k value such that Φ(xi)· 
Φ(xj ) = k(xi , xj) certainly not use  Φ. The Algorithm-1 used to solve the dual problem 
by adding new set of SVs to an existing set of SVs.  
 
3.3.4 Modified ELM 

      By using Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) the input weights and hidden neuron 
layers are causally selected without any training. It can also define as SLFNN which 
means Single hidden Layer Feed forward Neural Network. Moore-Penrose inverse and 
least squares solutions are analytically used to regulate the output weights and help to 
reduce the training time periods. For hidden neuron layer the activation functions like 
Gaussian, sigmoidal, sine etc., to be designated and linear activation functions for the 
output neurons. The kernel function can be used instead of nonlinear neuron design 
while calculating the SLFNN as a linear system. The final result transforms the ELM 
into modified ELM. 
 
The modified ELM can be achieved using equation (19),(20),(21),(22) 
 
�� = �													                                                                                                           (19) 
 
Where,�(��,…,��,��,…,��,��,…��) = 

�

�(��. �� + ��) ⋯ ����. �� + ���

⋮ ⋯ ⋮
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(21)						and							� = �
��
�

⋮
��
�
�

�×�

																																																																				(22) 

 

�=# Hidden units 
�	= # of observation 
Pseudo inverse is used to learn bias matrix β. 
Output function of ELM with L hidden nodes shown in equation (23) : 
 

��(�) = ∑ ��
�
��� ℎ�(�)            (23) 
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3.3.4.1 MELM 
 
      Modified ELM has modified output function as shown in equation (24)  
 
�(�) = ∑ ��ℎ�(�)

�
� + �           (24) 

 
Where  

� = �
0.5, △ � > �

−0.5, △ � ≤ �
� 

 
Where �  is parameter while it helps in separation of document using ELM. This 
parameter can be changed as per dataset. Our experiment shows 0.03 is best suited 
value for our research. 

△ � =
|ℕ⋂��|

|ℕ|
						                                                                                                         (25) 

 
Where ℕ is set of negative words represent disease; w is set of words belongs to 
particular document which is given in equation (25). 
 

4 Experimental Results 
 
      The dataset can be gathered from hospital information system. An integral part of 
the health care is hospital management system. To study the various medical 
information sources and to estimate the facts (information) related in this report. To 
collect a patient’s radiology and pathology reports from the hospital in that report all 
the details about patient medical admittance information (e.g., stage, sex, distance of 
stay). The feature selection is finished by 4 different ways, such as chi-square, 
information gain, correlation and stimulated annealing. As indicated by the feature 
selection the reports are classify by 3 classification technique, for example, naïve 
bayes, SVM and /modified ELM classification. The execution of the proposed method 
can be assessed as far as accuracy, recall and precision. The future work use Net bean, 
java, SQL server by means of front tool, programming language and database. 
 
4.1 Precision 
 
      It is defined as the number of true positives(TP) values in the class (that means the 
number of items exactly named as the positive class) divided by the total number of 
components in the positive class (that means sum of true positives(TP) and false 
positives(FP) number of items in a class). 
      The precision value specified by the positive predictive value (PPV)is  given by 
equation (26), 
 

PPV= 
��

�����
																																																																																																																													(26) 

 
4.2 Recall  
 
      Recall value described in the equation (27) asthe true positives(TP)value divided 
to the sum of false positives(FP) and false negatives (FN)values in the class but these 
values does not present in positive class. 
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RV= 
��

(�����)
																																																																																																																												(27) 

 
4.3 Accuracy 
       
      It is defined as the sum of true positive (TP) and true negative (TN) divided to all 
the true and false values. 
 

Accuracy = 
(����	�������������	��������	)

(����	��������������	�������������	��������������	��������)
 

 
The accuracy, recall and f measure values for each feature selections are followed, 
 
4.4 Chi-square 
 
      In chi square selection the classifiers values, for MELM classifier the PPV be 0.89 
and RV be 0.80and F-score be 0.86. NB classifier the PPV is 0.68, RV is 0.83 and F-
score is 0.68.  SVM classifier PPV be 0.60, RV be 0.80, F-score be 0.66.The result of 
Chi-square for three classifiers are shown in figure 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Result of Chi-square for three classifiers 

 
4.5 Auto correlation 
 
      An auto correlation selection the classifiers values, for MELM classifier the PPV 
be 0.85,RV is 0.85and F-score be 0.85. In NB classifier PPV and RV and F-score be 0. 
In SVM classifier PPV be 0.15, RV be 1, F-score is 0.19.The result of auto correlation 
for three classifiers are shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Result of auto correlation for three classifiers 
 
 

4.6 Information gain 
 
      An information gain selection the classifiers values, for MELM classifier PPV be 
0.64 RV be 0.84and F-score be 0.64. In NB classifier PPV be 1, RV be 0.82 and F-
score be 0.81.  SVM classifier PPV be0.4, RV be 1, F-score be 0.45.The result of 
information gain for three classifiers are shown in figure 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Result of information gain for three classifiers 

 
4.7 Stimulated annealing 
 
      Stimulated annealing selects the classifiers values, for MELM classifier PPV be 
0.86,RV be 0.86and F-score be 0.84. In NB classifier PPV be 0.86,RV be 0.86 and F-
score be 0.86.  In SVM classifier PPV be 0.65, RV be 0.85, F-score be 0.65. The result 
of stimulated annealing for three classifiers are shown in figure 4. Performance 
analysis the various feature selection of different classification is represented by the 
following figure 5. 
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Figure 4 Result of stimulated annealing for three classifiers 

 
        

 
Figure 5 Performance analysis for various feature selection of different classification 

 
 The above graph describes the feature selection and classification. All feature 

selection results are classified by three classifications.  
 The classifiers are accepting the input as feature selection and classify the result 

of feature selection. Every classifier gives distinctive classification result to all 
feature selection result.  

 Already we know, classifications are Naïve Bayes classification, SVM 
classification and ELM classification.  

 Works with all classification the ELM give the accurate result.  
 For our advantageous the output function of the ELM was altered. So it’s called 

as adjusted ELM.  
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5 Conclusion 
 
      This method help to reduce the problem linked with an effective automatic 
classification system. The data taken from various sources help to improve the 
execution of various diseases.The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed 
technique improved the similarity in hospital information system. The proposed 
methods are used to specify the disease (positive or not). The result shows that the 
modified ELM in terms of RV, PPV and accuracy values. After few years this work 
will be used in real time health care management.  
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